Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging of the liver using tracking only navigator echo: feasibility study.
To introduce and assess the TRacking Only Navigator echo (TRON) technique for diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) of the liver. A total of 10 volunteers underwent TRON, respiratory triggered (RT), and free breathing (FB) DWI of the liver. Scan times of TRON and RT DWI were measured, and image sharpness in TRON, RT, and FB DWI was assessed and compared using nonparametric tests. Furthermore, 14 patients with liver metastasis who had undergone TRON and RT DWI of the liver were retrospectively assessed. Relative contrast ratios (RCRs) and apparent diffusion coefficients (ADCs) of the largest hepatic metastasis in TRON and RT DWI were measured. RCRs were compared using a parametric test and agreement in ADCs was assessed using the Bland-Altman method. In the volunteers, mean scan times of TRON and RT relative to FB DWI were 110% to 112% and 261% to 290%, respectively. On axial images, there were no significant differences in images sharpness among TRON, RT, and FB DWI, but on coronal images image sharpness in TRON was nearly always significantly better (P < 0.05) than in RT and FB DWI. In the patients, mean RCRs between TRON and RT DWI were not significantly different (P = 0.9091). Mean difference in ADC +/- limits of agreement (in 10 mm/s) between TRON and RT DWI was -0.16 +/- 0.79. TRON offers sharp diffusion-weighted images of the liver using an efficient scan time, making it an excellent alternative to RT and FB DWI. The moderate to poor agreement in ADCs of liver metastases between TRON and RT DWI requires further investigation.